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captain marvel dc comics wikipedia - captain marvel also known as shazam z m is a fictional comic book superhero
appearing in publications by the american publisher dc comics artist c c beck and writer bill parker created the character in
1939 captain marvel first appeared in whiz comics 2 cover dated feb 1940 published by fawcett comics he is the alter ego of
billy batson a boy who by speaking the, justice league dc database fandom powered by wikia - this is the justice league
disambiguation page the justice league is the dc universe s most powerful and premier superhero team a strike force
comprised of the world s mightiest heroes they act as stalwart protectors of sentient life earth s first line of defense against
terrestria, dial b for blog the world s greatest comic blogazine - 665 deadman as seen on tv 664 deadman and jlu brave
bold 663 deadman and forrest gump 662 deadman and houdini 661 deadman and juliet of the spirits, lobo dc database
fandom powered by wikia - this is the lobo disambiguation page lobo is an ultra violent motorcycle riding inter galactic
bounty hunter born on the planet czarnia he killed every other member of his race for a high school science experiment and
then gave himself an a multiverse elseworlds other media comics see also, jim lee comic book db - bio jim lee born august
11 1964 is a korean american comic book artist and publisher he is known for his stylized detailed and dynamic style
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